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Introduction:
Low-code solutions for agile app 
development with Power Apps

One of the major strengths of Microsoft Power 
Apps is that it gives you the ability to leverage 
a connected platform to organize data and 
build custom applications that meet your 
specific needs. Power Apps provides intuitive 
and visual tools to build low-code and no-
code solutions that anyone can use no matter 
where they are. Now, with Microsoft Canvas, 
professional users without programming 
experience can develop data-driven, low-code, 
or no-code solutions rapidly, and in response 
to changing business or market conditions.

With this guide, you will learn how to build 
a data-driven app in Power Apps using the 
Canvas Apps visual creator. Once you complete 
your app, you’ll understand how to link control 
items like Gallery and Data table to relational 
data sources, link those control systems 
based on user behaviors, and determine app 
behavior across multiple screens with complex 
inputs and context variables—all without 
writing a single line of code.

Since any project built in Power Apps 
needs cloud data to build around, this 
demonstration uses a set of data tables for a 
fictional sales and marketing operation that 
includes the following items: 

The Account table: A standard Dynamics 
account entity representing fictional 
account information, including data on lead 
account executives associated with a given 
account.  This table represents account data 
that a sample user would access when using 
this application. 

The Account Spend Information table:  
This table contains data for annual spending 
attached to each sales account, pulled from  
an external source. Shares a referential 
relationship with the Accounts table to show 
how to link different data sources.
 
The Forms table: The Forms table stores 
general data entries for sales opportunities 
or orders. This table shares a referential 
relationship with the Accounts table. 

The Stages table: Each account form has 
one or more stages where changes have 
been made, and the Stages table stores 
each stage for all forms. This table has a 
parent-child relationship with the Forms 
table, in that each parent form can have 
one or several stages as children (first stage, 
second stage, and so on) but a stage cannot 
exist without a parent form.
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You will see references to these tables 
throughout the document, but this guide 
works with any similar set of data that may 
be available in your Azure or Dynamics 365 
instances or other relational data sources, so 
you can follow along to learn these skills with 
your existing Power Apps platform.
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Chapter 1:
Using tables and galleries to 
build an app interface

Your first step in app development is creating 
a screen that users land on when they log in. 
This screen should contain information that 
not only situates the user but also gives them 
a way to navigate easily and intuitively. For 
this exercise, the central hub for this app is an 
accounts screen that draws from the Accounts 
table.  This screen shows the user data from 
this table and provides additional information 
as users select different data items, all of 
which can branch from any data record in the 
Accounts table. In this example, your user is a 
lead account executive (AE) managing  
multiple accounts. 
 
Start with a blank canvas screen. Name this 
screen “srnAccountSelection” (the Account 
Selection screen). The primary control element 
of this screen will be a Gallery control that 
displays data from the Accounts table. Create a 
new Gallery Form and name it “galAccounts” 
(the Accounts gallery).

When you create the gallery, Power Apps 
asks you to connect it to a data source. 
Select Accounts from the list. Now that the 
gallery is linked to the Accounts table, you 
need to add Labels in the gallery to display 
data items. Add two labels and link them to 
the account name and account executive 
for each record in that table using the 
following commands in the function bar:

Account Name: ThisItem,  
‘Account Name’ 
 
Account Executive: ThisItem, ‘AE 
Lead’.’Full Name’

These commands pull information about 
each record from the Accounts table and 
display both the account’s name and the 
associated executive. 
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Once you’ve created a gallery and 
populated it, you can also use additional 
commands to style and organize the gallery. 
For example, the following command is 
used to populate the Template fill property 
of this gallery:

If(ThisItem=IsSelected, Silver, White)

This command creates an either/or scenario 
where, if the user selects a gallery item, it is 
filled in with a silver color. When the selection 
is cancelled, the gallery item returns to a 
white color. There are several ways to style 
forms and galleries, which are covered by 
other useful resources. 

Next, make sure that when a user logs in to 
your app, they only see their own accounts. 
Filtering the accounts this way avoids 
confusion. You create this view by including a 

Filter command in the gallery. Select the Items 
property from the Properties menu, and add 
the following command in the function bar:

Filter(Accounts,’AE lead’.’Full Name’ = 
User().FullName)

This command pulls information from the 
current user and creates a filter, so they only 
see their accounts.  
 
It would help AEs if they could see additional 
account information when they select an 
account in the gallery list. You’ll do this in two 
ways: using additional labels connected to the 
gallery and through linked Data tables.  
 
You can reference data in a gallery with a label 
outside of that gallery, as long as you reference 
that gallery. For example, the Accounts table 
has a field called “Account Size.” You can 
display that item outside of the gallery by 
inserting a label and directly referencing that 
gallery through a command in the function 
bar, like this:

“Account size: “ & galAccounts.
Selected.’Account Size’

This command pulls the relevant data directly 
from the selected record in the Accounts 
gallery and places it in the label text.  
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You can also connect the Accounts gallery 
to a data table, as long as both tables have 
a relational reference between the two.  In 
this demonstration, you’ll add a table to 
this application page to pull accounting 
information from the Account Spend table 
whenever the user clicks on an account.

Since the Account Spend table shares a key 
with the Accounts table (in this case, the 
Account Name field), you can use the Filter 
command in the Data table to link the two 
controls. Simply insert a Data table and 
connect it to the Account Spend table. Then, 
select the Item property of that table and add 
the following command to the function bar: 

Filter(‘Account Spend Information’, 
Account.’Account Name’ = 
galAccounts.Selected.’Account Name’)

Now, when the user selects an account in 
the Accounts gallery, the Account Spend 
table fills with the spending and accounting 
information linked to that account.  
 
At this stage in your app, you now have a 
data-driven application that draws from a 
data source, populates several fields from 
that source, and pulls data from a related 
table based on user interaction. You can also 
size, shape, and color the user interfaces as 
you see fit.
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Chapter 2:
Adding transactional data to 
existing data records through 
form controls

At this point, your users can enter the app, 
see their accounts, and browse through them 
to get information on things like account 
spending and other details. From this central 
screen, you are now ready to branch out into 
providing connected information on the 
account forms and stages for each account. 

A data-driven application wouldn’t do much 
if the user could not adjust their information 
as needed, however. In this chapter, you’ll 
learn how to create a new screen that uses 
data from previous user selections to pull 
data from other tables, namely the Forms 
and Stages tables. More importantly, you’ll 
learn how to connect user submission forms 
to those tables so that your users can see 
editable information, edit it, and submit 
those changes back into your data tables. 

Before you get into developing any new 
functionality, however, it’s important to build 
a navigation button in the Account Selection 
screen so that users can move between two 

different screens. Navigation buttons help 
guide users through the application in the 
way that you want so that you can control the 
logical flow of user interaction. 

First, create a new screen to hold the new data 
controls. Since this page focuses primarily on 
the Forms table, name this screen “srnForms” 
(the Forms screen). 

Then, go back to the Account Reference screen 
and insert a Button control. In the function 
bar, enter the following command to give the 
button an expressive name connected to the 
currently selected account:

“View “ & galAccounts.
Selected.’Account Name’ & “’s forms”
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Note that the button text draws from the 
selected account name in the Accounts 
gallery to personalize the button. Then, select 
the OnSelect property from the Properties 
menu and add the following command to the 
function bar:

Navigate(srnForms, Cover)

This button now takes your user to the new 
Forms screen.

Building new forms for this new screen is 
very similar to building them in the previous 
chapter. For this screen, you place a gallery 
that lists all forms associated with the account 
previously selected by the user, and you 
include a secondary gallery that displays all the 
stages associated with a selected form. 
Insert a new gallery and name it “galForms” 
(the Forms gallery). For a new Forms gallery, 

use the Filter command demonstrated in 
Chapter 1 to only pull forms associated with 
the account name from the previous screen:

Filter(Forms, Account.’Account 
Name’ = galAccounts.
Selected.’Account Name’)

To show the stages of each selected form, 
create an additional gallery control called 
“galStages” (the Stages gallery). This gallery 
should only display child stages for the 
selected form in the Forms gallery, so you 
can once again use the Filter command in 
the Items in the function bar. This example 
also includes the Sort command to organize 
each stage by name: 

Sort(Filter(Stages, new_
parentsSTPform.Name = galForms.
Selected.Name), new_name, 
Ascending)

With these new galleries in place, your users 
can select a form associated with an account, 
and then select a stage for a specific form. 

To make an application like this dynamic, 
you need to add functionality for a user to 
edit records as they work. This way, they can 
select a stage, display specific information 
that they can edit, and then make and 
submit changes. 
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You can make the application dynamic by 
adding a form control connected to the Stages 
gallery that displays data from those elements 
while allowing the user to change them. To 
add this form control, insert an Edit Form by 
selecting Insert, and then selecting Forms, 
Edit. Much like the galleries and data tables, 
the control gives you the option to connect 
to a data source. In this case, connect with the 
Stages table. 

Once the Stages table is connected, Power Apps 
displays the form fields that you can add to the 
form based on the table, and those fields will 
be automatically populated with information 
from the database related to the selected stage. 
For this example, the Stages table contains 
comment, date, and deliverable fields that you 
can include in the form. Name this form control 
“frmStage” (the Stage form) and set its Item 
property equal to the galStage.Selected to link 
it to the selected stage. 

The form itself is editable. However, you’ll most 
likely want the form control to remain static 
until the user decides to edit the information. If 
the form control remains static, you can control 
what the user sees and what they can edit and 
avoid accidental edits from the user since data 
submission happens all at once with a click of 
the submission icon. In the case of this specific 
form control, you want to switch the default 
mode to view only. Select DefaultMode in 
the Properties menu and enter the following 
command in the function line:

FormMode.view

The form now defaults to a view mode where it 
displays data without allowing any editing. To 
allow the user to edit the form, add two icons 
to the form by dragging and dropping the edit 
and save icons from the Icons menu. 
Select the edit icon, and then select its 
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OnSelect property from the menu. Enter the 
following command to the function bar:

EditForm(frmStage)

Do the same for the save icon, with this 
command:

SubmitForm(frmStage) ; 
ViewForm(frmStage)

Now, the edit button lets the user edit the form 
elements when they click it. Likewise, the save 
button submits the form information to the 
Stages table. The submit form also refreshes 
the Stages form in view mode so that the user 
sees the updated results. Note the semicolon 
(;) between statements, which allows multiple 
commands in sequence in a single action.
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Chapter 3:
Setting context variables based 
on user behaviors

Now that you have several galleries and forms 
interacting with one another, your app has 
the basic foundation for user interactivity. 
Alongside these foundational interfaces, 
you’ll also want to determine how these forms 
behave based on user actions. You can do this 
through conditionals called context variables, 
which are values that can set properties 
in controls based on their state.  In this 
example, you’ll create two context variables 
(ShowStageGallery, ShowStageEditForm) to 
set the visible property to hide or show that 
control based on conditions in the app.

Start by selecting the root of the current page 
view in the Tree View pane. Select OnVisible 
from the Property menu and set two context 
variables using the UpdateContext command 
in the function bar:

Now, any control property associated with 
these variables has its behavior modified by 
the state of this variable in either an on (true) 
or off (false) state.

Next, select the Stage gallery, select the 
Visible property from the menu, and enter 
the context variable ShowStageGallery in 
the formula bar. Do the same for the Stage 
Edit form, entering the context variable 
ShowStageEditForm in the formula bar.  

UpdateContext((ShowStageGallery: 
false, ShowStageEditForm: false))
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Likewise, select the same OnSelect property 
for the Stages gallery and set it to update the 
ShowStageEditForm variable:

UpdateContext(ShowStageEdit 
Form: true)

You have now set a trigger for whenever the 
user selects an item in the Forms gallery or 
the Stages gallery. Now, when a user selects 
an item in the Forms gallery, the Stages 
gallery appears with the relevant information. 
Then, as the user selects an item in the Stages 
gallery, the Stages Edit form appears. Note 
that this behavior isn’t necessary per se but 
can contribute to a smoother user experience 
by drawing attention to new areas as they 
appear, so the user isn’t confused about 
where changes are happening. 

Context variables are simple but powerful. 
By connecting different properties to 
different variables, you can set several switch 
conditions across any screen to control colors, 
data presentation, visibility, and other aspects 
of any control on the screen. This behavior 
provides your users with an app that is not 
only functional, but that also attends to their 
user experience.

This associates the Visible property for each 
control with a context variable, so the visibility 
of the control is turned on or off depending on 
the state of that variable. In this configuration, 
the Stages gallery and the Stages form are not 
visible when the user enters the screen.

Since context variables require user behavior 
to change, it’s time to set that change based 
on where the user clicks. In this example, 
you’ll trigger a change in those variables 
based on user selections in the Forms 
gallery. Click the Forms gallery and select 
the OnSelect property from the menu. Use 
the UpdateContext command to update the 
ShowStageGallery context variable to “true”:

UpdateContext(ShowStage 
Gallery: true)
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Chapter 4:
Creating new records with 
transactional data

It’s important for users to be able to adjust 
their records. It’s just as important for them 
to be able to create new records based on 
their day-to-day activities. New accounts 
would call for new forms, new stages in those 
forms, and custom data for client and account 
information. Now that you’ve learned to 
create forms that allow users to edit existing 
data, the next step is providing the tools they 
need to create entirely new data records. You 
accomplish this much in the same way you did 
in Chapter 2, only with a more expansive form. 
 
Create a new screen called “srnAddNewStage” 
(the New Stage screen). Add a Form control to 
this screen named “frmAddStageOnly” (the 
Add Stage form) and connect the Form control 
to the Stages table.  This form is similar to the 
form created in Chapter 2, but it does not 
pull data from existing stages. Instead, it only 
allows the user to create a new stage for the 
currently selected form.  
 
You can add fields available to the Stages table 
to this Form control to determine the specific 
data items a user can add upon stage creation. 
In this example, you’ll see items like comments, 

dates, and other relevant data fields. One 
of the data fields that you will see that’s not 
readily recognizable compared to the others is 
the parent form field, which is a column on the 
Stages table that references the form that this 
stage belongs to. 

As this relationship is important to the creation 
of new data fields (because stages require 
a parent form), make sure to include it here. 
Also, select the parent form field, select the 
Advanced tab, and select Unlock. This gives 
that field access to all the parent field records 
in the Stages table and allows them to save 
stages to different parent forms.
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Once you’ve unlocked the parent field, set its 
default data selection to the form the user 
selected in the previous Form gallery. To do 
this, select the parent form field, and then 
select the DefaultSelectedItems property 
from the Properties menu. Enter the following 
Filter command in the function bar:

Filter(‘Forms’, Name = galForms.
Selected.Name)

This command allows the user to create a new 
stage for the form they’ve previously selected 
by default, with the option to change the 
parent account form if they want to. That way, 
they can quickly add new stages to existing 
forms they are currently working with. But 
they can also make changes or shift gears to 
another account form without backing out to 
the previous screen if they’ve made a mistake.

Finally, create a button and change the 
OnSelect property by adding the SubmitForm 
command to the function bar with the 
following information:

SubmitForm(frmAddStageOnly); 
Navigate(srnForms, ScreenTransition.
Cover)
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When the user clicks the button, it submits 
the form to the Forms table as a new record 
and returns the user to the Forms screen 
(“srnForms”).

There is one last step that you’ll need to do 
to allow users to navigate to this screen. 
By default, pages with forms like the one 
illustrated here need to instantiate a new form 
each time the user enters the page. So, when 
you create a navigation button from a previous 
screen to this one, change its OnSelect 
property to the following command: 

Navigate((srnAddNewStage), Cover; 
NewForm(frmAddStageOnly))
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Chapter 5:
Complex transactions from 
multiple interactions

With the power to create new data items in 
the table, your users can now fully interact 
with your cloud data sources. To provide more 
flexibility for form submissions, however, 
you may want to combine forms drawing 
from multiple tables to create multiple, 
connected data records. The final step toward 
accomplishing this kind of functionality is to 
build out advanced form controls that allow 
users to create new data items from multiple 
data inputs. In this use case, you’ll create a 
screen that allows a user to create  
a new account form with a new stage using 
custom data and submit all that information to 
the cloud data tables with a single button click.  
 
This process starts almost identically to the way 
you created the Add New Stage form control. 
Create a new screen called “srnAddNewForm” 
(the Add New Form screen). On this page, you 
then include a new form control connected to 
the Stages table ( just like Chapter 4) and name 
it “frmAddStage” (Add Stage form). Make sure 
that on this step you include the parent form 
data field; this information is critical for the 
operation of this screen. 

Create a second form control called 
“frmAddFormHeader” (the Form Header 
form) and connect this control to the Forms 
table. This form can contain any of the 
elements in the Forms table that you want 
to include for the user to manipulate.  
 
Finally, insert a button control to submit 
the data.  
 
Take stock of what you have here: a form 
connected to stages, a form connected 
to forms, and a button to submit. The 
challenge for this particular functionality is 
that while you can set the button to submit 
forms just like you’ve done in previous 
chapters, you cannot set it to submit both 
forms in a way that links the data entered 
by the user—which is what you want.  
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Instead, you set this button’s OnSelect 
property to trigger submission of the Form 
Header Form, which then submits the Add 
Stage Form as a cascading series of events 
where data from the Form Header triggers an 
event in the Stage Form, which then triggers 
the submission of the Stage Form with that 
contextual data.  
 
The start of this process is the submission 
button. Select the button and set its OnSelect 
property to submit the Form Header Form 
with the following command:

SubmitForm(frmAddFormHeader)

Then, select the parent form field of the Add 
Stage form. Remember when you included it 
in the previous chapter? In that instance, you 
set the default selection for that field to data 
provided by user behavior. Here, you set it to 
the account form name provided in the Form 
Header form by using the LastSubmit feature.

Select the parent form field, then select the 
DefaultSelectedItems in the Properties menu 
and enter the following in the function bar:

Filter(‘Forms’, Name = 
frmAddFormHeader.LastSubmit.
Name)

The field pulls the name of the account form 
created in the header when the user clicked 
the submit button and places it into the parent 
form field. 
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Once that default data is set, you can trigger 
the Add Stage form to submit using the 
updated account form name. Select the 
OnSuccess property of the Form Header 
form and add the following command in the 
function bar:

Refresh(‘forms’); 
SubmitForm(frmAddStage); 
Navigate(srnforms,  
ScreenTransition.Cover)

Now, when the user clicks this submission 
button, the new account form is created, the 
new stage for that form is also created, and 
the user’s input for both the account form and 
the stage is recorded in their respective tables 
so that the stage is associated with the form. 

This funnel seems a bit complex logically, but 
it creates a smooth experience where the user 
feels comfortable knowing that a single button 
push accurately submits the entire form screen.
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Conclusion:

You’ve accomplished a lot over the previous 
five chapters. In completing this exercise, 
you’ve built a Power Apps application that 
can pull data from multiple cloud sources, 
accept user input, change and create new data 
records, and funnel multiple form submissions 
into a single data input stream.    
 
More importantly, you can begin to see the 
power of canvas apps and Power Apps more 
broadly, to empower agile business processes 
with low-code and no-code solutions. While 

this particular app requires some knowledge of 
databases and relational data sets, it requires 
absolutely no knowledge of coding or software 
engineering to develop. These types of apps 
can be created by professionals outside of 
software development to meet specific data 
needs in almost any business application, 
and they can be created quickly. This means 
that businesses can build apps to allow 
them to respond rapidly to changing market 
conditions, automate important tasks, and 
eliminate data silos across their organization. 
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Sign up for a free trial for 
Power Apps so you can 
learn hands-on.

Learn how to build a  
complete application using  
Power Platform by joining a 
free App in a Day workshop.

Contact a Power Apps 
consultant from Microsoft for 
business and technical support.  

The barrier to this kind of flexibility and power is low. 
If you’re ready to learn more about Power Apps, then 
make sure that you follow up with these resources:

Learn the basics of Power Apps 
with this free Getting Started 
learning module.

https://signup.microsoft.com/Start?sku=powerapps_viral&ru=https://web.powerapps.com/login/portal&ocid=mkto_eml_EM602071A1LA1
https://signup.microsoft.com/Start?sku=powerapps_viral&ru=https://web.powerapps.com/login/portal&ocid=mkto_eml_EM602071A1LA1
https://www.microsoftevents.com/profile/web/index.cfm?PKwebID=0x1024196abcd
https://www.microsoftevents.com/profile/web/index.cfm?PKwebID=0x1024196abcd
https://aka.ms/Contact-Power-Apps-specialist
https://aka.ms/Contact-Power-Apps-specialist
https://aka.ms/Contact-Power-Apps-specialist
https://docs.microsoft.com/learn/modules/get-started-with-powerapps/
https://docs.microsoft.com/learn/modules/get-started-with-powerapps/
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